
Story Time!!!



Energy goals
Learning Outcomes

● will be able to present an energy-related topic to a specific audience in an engaging 
          way

●  will have creatively communicated energy awareness and smart energy habits

Option 2:  Write a letter to the future
● Students will discuss current energy issues by writing letters to their future selves.



What is renewable energy
● Renewable energy is energy that comes 

from the earth’s resources for example, 
solar energy, wind energy, geothermal 
energy or low impact hydro 

● it tends to be much less harmful to the 
environment.

Have you ever seen something 
using renewable energy and what 
was it?

Source: https://justenergy.com/



Why is Renewable Energy Better than Non-Renewable?

Non-renewable energy 
creates pollution. 
Pollution heats the earth 
melting ice.

And when ice melts in the Arctic or other 
cold environments, its effects are felt in 
the animal habitats that live in those 
areas. In urban areas more water is going 
into rivers creating floods in some places. 



Different Types of 
Renewable Energy



Solar energy is energy from the sun that is collected into solar panels. they take radiant light 
from the sun. The energy is then stored in these panels. which take the heat rays and that after 
going through a generator generates electricity. Wich, when needed goes through wires into homes 
or other solar powered items.

Solar Energy



What is wind energy
Wind energy is energy that 
is created when the wind 
blows and turns the blades 
of the wind turbine, which 
are connected to the hub. 
the hub connects to the low 
speed shaft then going 
through the gearbox, the 
brake, and the high speed 
shaft and into the 
generator. the generator 
creates electricity, which 
goes down the middle of the 
windmill called the tower 
out to the grid.

Source: energync.org



What is hydroelectric energy
Hydroelectric energy is made when water goes through a pipe or penstock spinning the 
blades. The blade or turbine connects to the speed shaft, to the generator in the 
powerhouse which creates the electricity. After that the power goes through the long 
distance power lines to the grid.

 

Energy education.ca

Hydro dam road
Google maps



What is geothermal energy
Geothermal energy uses hot water flowing through the 
underground passageways they pump cold water into pipe 
creating steam which then rises up to a generating station 
which turns the steam into electricity that goes through 
wires to the energy output



My letter 
Dear My Future Self,

How have schools become more efficient and eco friendly? What are you doing to make 
renewable energy more accessible to more people and how has 308 Ms Rambaran’s class 
helped? 

My current pick on which renewable energy I think is the best is hydro energy because 
water is always flowing through rivers so it seems to be more efficient.

I hope that the use of renewable energy has risen and the energy officials have found a 
way to make renewable energy more accessible for more people.

I hope that the research on renewable energy that I found in Ms Rambaran class has 
helped Me in becoming more aware of the issues in energy pollution and promoted the use 
of renewable energy in Canada.

Sincerely,

Zoe




